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stood that the $ 30 was to be paid by the against Rush Loyd and others in an ac.

citizens of the community ; that the appel tion of trespass to try title, and demand

lants , with other citizens of the commu ed of appellee, as clerk of that court , that

nity, did contribute and pay the amount he should issue citation to defendants,

paid by Lehde for said land The evidence returnable to a term of the court alleged

does not show when the payments were to begin on the second Monday in May,

made by appellants and other members of 1892. The clerk refused to make the cita

the community, or how much each paid . tion returnable as requested , and this suit

These facts do not create in favor of ap was brought to compel him to do so . An

pellants a resulting trust in these lands , alternative writ of mandamus was issued ,

nor do they establish a right, by reason but upon final hearing the peremptory

of the fact that, as they advanced the pur writ was refused , and the suit was dis

chase money for said lands and price for missed .

the same, they hold the equitable ti . The forty -eighth judicial district of the

tle , and that a court of equity would en. state was created by an act of the legisla

force against the heirs of Bush specific ture which was approved February 11 ,

performance, and decree title in appel 1891. That act provided that the regular

lants that would overcome that con terms of the court should be held on the

veyed to the appellees by the deed of second Monday in February and October

the Bush heirs . It devolved on them to of each year ; but at a subsequent day of

prove their equities by clear and satisfac . the same session of the legislature another

tory evidence. This suit is brought by H. act was passed , which , in addition to the

C. Meyer and William Bode, who act for ternis formerly prescribed, provided for a

themselves, and also pretend to represent third to begin on the second Monday in

the citizens of the Harrisburg Community. May. The appellee claims that this latter

The evidence does not show what amount, act never became a law , and upon the de

if any, Meyer, or Bode, or any other citizen cision of this question the determination

of the community paid towards the pur of this suit depends. The grounds upon

chase of said lands, nor when said amount, which the validity of the act is assailed

if any , was paid . If they insist that they are stated as follows in the agreement

have an interest in this property by reason upon vhich the case is submitted to this

of any payment made by them that went court : " ( 1) That the journals of the sen

towards its purchase, they must show ate of the twenty -second legislature, in

what amount they paid before it can be which said bill originated , showed that it

determined what their interest is . The nad not been presented and referred and

evidence on this poiut does not meet the reported from a committee at least three

requirements of the law in reference to days before the final adjournment of the

certainty in cases of this character. The legislature ; and ( 2 ) that the necessity for

evidence fails to show such interest or the suspension of the rule requiring bills

rights in appellants as would en title them to be read on three several days in each

to any relief. We conclude the case should house was not sufficiently stated in said

be a tfirmed , and so report it . act . The puwer of the courts, under the

form of governmentcommon to the states

GARRETT, P.J. , did not sit in this case. of this Union , to declare void an act of the

legislature on the ground that such legis .

Per Curiam. Affirmed , as per opinion lation is prohibited by the constitution of

of commission of appeals. the state wus questioned at an early day

in the history of our jurisprudence, but

that the power exists is now settled be

WILLIAMS v. TAYLOR, District Clerk . yond controversy . As to the authority of

(Supreme Court of Texas. March 11, 1892. ) the courts in such cases there should never

have been any serious question . In pass
STATUTES - EVIDENCE OF PROPER ENACTMENT

Rigit TO LOOK TO LEGISLATIVE JOURNALS. ing a law the legislature acts under the

A bill which, after its passage, is signed
authority conferred by a written constitu

by the presiding officers of each bouse, in the
tion , and whether or not it has exceeded

presence of the house, as provided by the consti its authority in the passage of any partic

tution , and wbich is approved by the governor, ular act is a judicial question. The con .

affords conclusive evidence that it was passed ac stitution is the superior law , and when

cording to the constitution , and the journals of attempted legislation conflicts with its re

the houses cannot be looked to in determining strictions and purports to make a law

the question , in the absence of express constitu

tional provision to that effect . which is thereby prohibited it is clearly

the duty of the courts to declare such leg .

Appeal from district court , Tarrant islation void , and to give it no effect. In

county . every such case the vice of the enactment

Suit for mandamus by Henry W. Will appears upon its face, and no one who

iams, guardian , against L. R. Taylor, dis takes the proper steps to inform himself

trict clerk . On final bearing peremptory as to the law need be misled by it. But ,

writ was refused . Plaintiff appeals . Re in addition to certain laws which the con

versed , and writ awarded . stitutions of most of our states in terms

Bowlin & Bowlin , for appellant. Seth more or less explicit prohibit their re

Stewart, Hyde Jennings, and F. W. Bail, spective legislatures from making , it has

for appellee. become customary to prescribe in the fun .

damental law certain rules of procedure
GAINES , J. This is presented as by which the two bodies which compose

agreed case . The appellant filed a peti the legislature are to be guided in framing

tion in the district court of the forty- and passing statutes. Such is the consti

eighth judicial district of Tarrant county tution of our own state , and it is for the

an
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supposed violation of these rules of proced tion or language in the constitution show

vre that the act in question in this case ing that it was intended that the journals

is claimed to be void . It would seem upon of the two houses should have a conclu .

first blush that there should be a broad sive eifect in determining whether the acts

distinction between the authority to de. of the legislature have properly ripened

clare an act of the legislature void for into laws, we should hesitate long before

want of power to pass the law in any conceding to them such an effect by re

manner, and the jurisdiction to annul a mote implications. No one can allege ig.

statnte upon the ground that some pro norance of the law as an excuse for his

vision of the constitution as to the mode conduct. He must determine the law for

of its passage has not been observed . himself, and act upon it at his peril. The

The same distinction exists with reference policy of modern legislation is not only

to the judgments of the courts themselves. to declare the statutory law with clear .

If , when the validity of a judgment is ness and certainty , and to promulgate

called in question , it appear that thecourt it with the greatest publicity, but also to

was without jurisdiction, --that is to say , stamp upon each statute evidence of un

that it had no power to hear and deter: questioned authority. That evidence at

mine the case and to render any judgment common law was the enrolled bill, and

in the premises,-tbe judgment will be behind it the courts were not permitted

held void in any suit in which its validity to go . Rex v . Arundel, Hob . 110. Our

may be involved. But if the court have constitution provides that after the pas

jurisdiction , no other court would have sage of a bill it shall be signed by the pre

power in any collateral proceeding to re siding officer of each house, in presence of

vise its judgment, however irregular its the house ; and we are of the opinion that

proceedings may have been . Much when a bill has been so signed, and has

stronger reasons exist why we should hesi. been submitted to and approved by the

tate to annul the action of the legislature governor, it was intended that it should

upon grounds of irregularity in its proced- afford conclusive evidence that the acthad

ure than exist when we are asked to de been passed in the manner required by the

clare void the judgment of a court. Our constitution . Such being the rule of the

constitution devolves the executive , legis. common law , we think , in the absence of

lative , and judicial functions of the gove something in the constitution expressly

ernment each upon a separate magistracy, showing a contrary intention , it is fair to

and declares that no person or a collec- presume that it was intended that the

tion of persons attached to either of the same rule should prevail in this state.

departments shall exercise the functions There is no provision of the constitution

belonging to either of the others . Const. | indicating in any direct inanner such con

1876 , art. 2, § 1. The courts certainly have trary intention ; and the fact that it is pro

no power to revise or amend the statutes vided that journals shall be kept, and

passed by the legislature , and we think that certain things shall be entered there

they should ponder well before undertak . on , we tbiuk ipsufficient to show any such

ing to revise the proceedings of either purpose.

house of the legislature , and to declare its There exists , as we have seen , another

action void merely on account of its fail very satisfactory reason for these provis

ure to observe some rule of procedure pre
ions ; and in view of the consequences

scribed in the constitution . That it was which are likely to flow from the rule we

competent to confer such a power upon are of the opinion they afford no sufficient

the courts by the organic law we see no ground for holding that they were intend

good reason to doubt . But when ivecon ed to furnish a record by which the

sider the consequences of the exercise of validity of the statutes should be tested .

such power, we think the authority should As was held in Blessing v . Galveston, 42

very plainly appear in the constitution Tex . 641 , whether a statute be valid or not

beiore the courts should undertake to ex is a question of law , to be determined by

ercise it . In those tribunals in which it has the court from such sources of iniormation

been held that the journals of the two as it may see proper to resort to , and is

branches of the legislature could be looked pot to be decided as a matter of fact upon

to in order to determine whether or not such evidence as may be adduced . If in

the requirements of the constitution had valid , it cannot be made good hy estoppel,

been observed in passing a statute, with acquiescence, or any lapse of time. If its

a view to test its validity , the decision validity is to be tested by the journals,

has been placed upon the ground that the we see no reason why the courts should

constitution required each house to keep not look to them ; and there could never

a journalof its proceedings, and that the be an assurance of the validity of any

objectofthat requirement is to provide evi- statute until the journals had been exam

denceby which the courts may determine ined, and it had been found that the pro

whether the provisions of the constitution cedure prescribed in the constitution had

have been complied with or not. Thecon been followed . It seems to us that such

stitution of our state does not declare a rule would lead to inextricable confu

such to be the object of requiring the jour- sion . It is probable that there are few

pals to be kept , and we know of done that titles of land in this state which do not

does. On the contrary, we think the depend upon some statutory enactment.

more obvious purpose of the provision Let us suppose that some statute for the

was to preserve a record of the action of granting of land certificates, or for the

the individual members of the house, to the acknowledgment and recording of deeds,

end that these constituents should fix up or for fixing liens, or for the sale of lands

on them a proper responsibility ior their under execution , ur even fixing the terms

conduct. In the absence of some declarg of holding the courts , should , when tested
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was

was never en

or

by the journals of the two houses of the proved by the governor was conclusive

legislature, be found not to have been evidence of the law , and that the act was

passed in strict compliance with the pro valid . The question subsequently came

cedure provided for in the constitution in before our court of appeals, and

force at the time of its passage. If the decided in the same way . Ex parte Tip

journals are to control, as soon as the ton, 28 Tex , App . 438 , 13 S. W. Rep. 610.

court's attention should be called to the The well-considered opinion in that case

fact it would be constrained to hold that fully accords with our views . Or conclu .

the statute was void , and that all titles sion upon the point that we cannot look

dependent_upon it should fall to the to the journals in order to invalidate the

ground . From our knowledge of the statute is decisive of both questions pre .

manner in which the journals of the legis. sented by this appeal. The last section

lature are ordinarily made up , the suppo of the act under consideration would indi.

sition is by no means a violent one, and cate that it was intended to pass the bill

hence we conclude that a rule fraught under a suspension of the rules as “ an

with such consequences
imperative public necessity . ” Without

tered . In order to maintain that the looking to the journals, we cannot say

journals sliould prevail over an enrolled that the act was not regularly passed

bill duly signed and approved , it should without suspending the rules, and there.

be hold that they are a more certain and fore we need not decide whether the lan.

reliable record of what occurred during guage used in the third section were suffi.

the progress of the bill than the signatures cient to have authorized such suspension

of the presiding officers , which the con not . In Ewing v . Duncan , ( Tex .

stitution provides as the evidence of its Sup. ) 16 S. W. Rep. 1000, the question was

passage. Such can hardly be said to be not whether the bill had passed, but

the fact . It should be assumed that the whether it had been carried by a sufficient

highest officer in the body , who is sworn majority to put it into immediate effect .

to support the constitution , and upon The signatures of the presiding officer

whom is devolved the important function and the approval of the governor attest.

of finally attesting the bill in presence of ed the passage of the act, but did not

the house over which he presides, will determine that it had taken effect from

bring to the discharge of that duty that the date of its passage. There being no

judgment and circumspection which the inethod of attesting the fact that a bill

occasion demands. The journals are the which purports to take effect from its

work of the clerks , perhaps hastily per passage has received the required two.

formed , and , as the official copies in this thirds majority , we deemed the journals

state , in some instances at least, will the best evidence upon the question, and

show , their reading is frequently dis looked to them for that purpose only .

pensed with by vote . When such is the For the reasons given , the judgment is

case, the journals are merely the work of reversed , and here rendered for appellant,

the recording clerk , and even when read awarding the peremptory writ of manda

there is no assurance that the reading has mus as prayed for.

led to the correction of every error.

Upon the question under discussion

there is a very decided conflict of authori EVANS et al. y . BERLOCHER .

ty in the courts of the different states of ( Supreme Court of Texas. March 8, 1892. )

our Union . We shall not consider them
ADVERSE PossessION-LICENSE.

here in detail. They are ably reviewed in

the case of State v . Swift, 10 Nev . 176 .
Where the community property of a bus.

band and his wife was sold after the wife's

The opinion in that case was delivered in death , and the purchaser thereby acquired a half

1875, and we concur in the conclusion interest in the land, the other half remaining in

there announced , that at that date the the children , and there was conclusive evidence

decided weight of authority was in favor that the husband obtained such purchaser's per

of the rule that generally the enrolled bill mission to remain in possession , such possession

as signed and approved should be taken
cannot be deemed adverse to the purchaser and

as conclusive evidence of the law . The
those claiming under himn .

tendency of the latter decisions is to Commissioners ' decision . Section A.

uphold the contrary rule. See Suth . St.
Appeal from district court , Galveston

Const. 44 , and cases cited . In addition to county .

the case last cited we call attention to the Trespass to try title by Louisa Berloch

very able opinions in the cases of State er against James W. Evans and others .

v . Young, 32 N. J. Law , 29 ; Railroad Judgment for plaintiff. Defendants ap

Co. v . The Governor, 23 Mo. 353. The peal. Reversed .

question is not a new one in this court . Robert G. Street, for appellants. A. B.

When the commission of appeals which Buetell, for appellee.

was appointed under the act of March

30, 1887 , assembled at Tyler to enter upon HOBBY, P. J. Lonisa Berlocher , the ap

their duties, a question was suggested as pellee, brought this action of trespass to

to the validity of the act , by reason of the try title to lot No. 2, in block 563 , of the

fact that the journal showed that an city of Galveston , against James W. Ev .

amendment had passed in one house which ans, Amanda Neynbober, and others, the

was not incorporated in the enrolled bill. heirs and devisees of Gustave Opperman .

We felt it our duty to determine the ques . The petition was filed October 4, 1890 .

tion before referring any cases to the com The defendants pleaded “ Not guilty , " and

mission . Our conclusion was that the bill upon a trial by a jury the verdict was for

as signed by the president of the senate the plaintiff. The defendants have ap

and the speaker of the house and ap pealed .




